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Vestibular Dysfunction and Its Therapy: Advances in Oto-Rhino-Laryngology Vol 55 (Advances in Otorhinolaryngology)Karger, 1999
Vertigo and dizziness are one of the most common complaints of patients consulting a doctor. These symptoms can be very disturbing to the patient, but a precise diagnosis is often di cult to make and, in many instances, satisfying therapy is lacking. The diagnostic approach has to be multidisciplinary including otolaryngology, ophthalmology and...

		

Microsoft Sql Server 7.0 Database Implementation Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1999
This training teaches IS professionals and SQL developers how to implement database solutions using the latest version of the Microsoft SQL Server relational database management system. Students will gain an understanding of the product's architecture and, through the accompanying labs, attain hands-on experience with the procedures to plan,...

		

The Fourier Transform & Its ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	This text is designed for use in a senior undergraduate or graduate level course in Fourier Transforms. This text differs from many other fourier transform books in its emphasis on applications. Bracewell applies mathematical concepts to the physical world throughout this text, equipping students to think about the world and physics in terms...






		

Up to Speed with SwingManning Publications, 1999
Stephen Gutz's competent book about one of Java's graphical user interface (GUI)-building technologies covers everything you'd want in a Swing book--layouts, events, all the components, and more. Gutz focuses on the interface components, detailing buttons, text elements, and tables. Throughout, his code is clear and easy to follow, and a chapter...

		

Artificial Intelligence and Literary Creativity: Inside the Mind of Brutus, A Storytelling MachineLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1999
Now that IBM's Deep Blue computer beat the world's greatest human chess player, Gary Kasparov, this book will see if a story can be written better by a human or a machine.

This book marks the marriage of logic and creativity.

While it may be true that incompatible humans often wed, there are doubtless unions of a less palpable...


		

Hydrocephalus: A Guide for Patients, Families & Friends (Patient Centered Guides)O'Reilly, 1999

	
		Hydrocephalus, often referred to as "water on the brain," is a potentially life-threatening condition that affects one in a thousand babies born in the U.S. Hydrocephalus is now generally treated with surgical placement of a shunt system that drains excess fluid around the brain to another part of the body where it can be...







		

Sams' Teach Yourself Linux in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
While this guide won't make you an expert in Linux, it will explain how to get Red Hat Linux to work and how to do basic things with it. Organized into 24 lessons that take about an hour apiece, this book helps you ensure that your system can handle Linux and walks you through the process of installing Red Hat Linux and the Xfree86 windowing...

		

Distributed Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 MCSD Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1999
For Visual Basic (VB) programmers seeking the Microsoft Certified Developer (MSCD) credential, Distributed Applications for Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 MCSD Training Kit provides a good resource for the material you'll likely face on the test, "Distributing and Implementing Distributed Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0"...

		

Java 2D GraphicsO'Reilly, 1999
One weakness of Java has been its graphics capabilities. Java 1.0  and 1.1 only included simple primitives for line drawing: lines  could only be one pixel wide, they could only be solid, and there  wasn't any good way to draw curves. Font management and color management  were also weak. Java 2D (collectively called the "2D API") signals...





		

Programming Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1999
This professional-level resource demonstrates how to quickly bring browser functionality to business applications using the Internet Explorer 5 development platform. Readers investigate core techniques for exploiting version 5 enhanced programmability-including scripting with DHTML, hosting the WebBrowser control, and adding functionality with HTCs...

		

Securing Java: Getting Down to Business with Mobile Code, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Information Security/Java "This book is mandatory reading for every user and developer of Webware." —Peter G. Neumann, Moderator of the Risks Forum, from his review of the first edition Securing Java Java security is more important now than ever before. As Java matures and moves into the enterprise, security takes a more prominent...

		

Writing Apache Modules with Perl and CO'Reilly, 1999
This book was designed for application developers who already have some experience with web programming. We assume that you understand CGI scripting, know how to produce HTML pages dynamically, and can create fill-out forms and process their contents. We also assume that you know the basics of web server administration—if not with the Apache...
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